Here, we derive optimal rank-based tests for noncausality in the sense of Granger between two multivariate time series. Assuming that the global process admits a joint stationary vector autoregressive (VAR) representation with an elliptically symmetric innovation density, both no feedback and one direction causality hypotheses are tested. Using the characterization of noncausality in the VAR context, the local asymptotic normality (LAN) theory described in Le Cam (1986)) allows for constructing locally and asymptotically optimal tests for the null hypothesis of noncausality in one or both directions. These tests are based on multivariate residual ranks and signs (Hallin and Paindaveine, 2004a) and are shown to be asymptotically distribution free under elliptically symmetric innovation densities and invariant with respect to some affine transformations. Local powers and asymptotic relative efficiencies are also derived. The level, power and robustness (to outliers) of the resulting tests are studied by simulation and are compared to those of Wald test. Finally, the new tests are applied to Canadian money and income data.
Introduction
The concept of causality introduced by Wiener (1956) and Granger (1969) is now a fundamental notion for analyzing dynamic relationships between subsets of the variables of interest. There is a substantial literature on this topic; see for example the reviews of Pierce and Haugh (1977), Newbold (1982) , Geweke (1984) , Gourriéroux and Monfort (1990, Chapter X) and Lütkepohl (1991) . The idea behind this concept is that, if a variable X affects a variable Y, the former should help improving the predictions of the latter variable. A formal definition is presented in Section 2. The original definition of Granger (1969) refers to the predictability of a variable X, one period ahead. It is also called causality in mean. It was extended to vectors of variables, see for example Tjostheim (1981) , Lütkepohl (1991) , Roy (1992, 1994) . Lütkepohl (1993) , Dufour and Renault (1998) proposed definitions of noncausality in terms of nonpredictability at any number of periods ahead.
In causality analysis, there are two main questions. Firstly, the characterization of noncausality in terms of the parameters of the fitted model to the observed series. Secondly, the development of a valid inference theory for the chosen class of models. In the stationary case, necessary and sufficient conditions for noncausality between two vectors are given, for example, in Lütkepohl (1991, Chapter 2) for vector autoregressive (VAR) models, and by Roy (1992, 1994) for vector autoregressive moving average (VARMA) models. Characterization of noncausality and inference in possibly cointegrated autoregressions were studied, among others, by Dufour and Renault (1998) .
For testing causality, the classical test criteria (likelihood ratio, scores, Wald) are generally used, see for example Taylor (1989) . With finite autoregressions, the necessary and sufficient conditions for noncausality reduce to zero restrictions on the parameters of the model and the asymptotic chisquare distribution of these classical test statistics remains valid in the stationary case. However, with cointegrated systems, these statistics may follow nonstandard asymptotic distributions involving nuisance parameters, see among others Sims, Stock and Watson (1990) , Phillips (1991) , Phillips (1993, 1994) , Dolado and Lütkepohl (1996) , Dufour, Pelletier and Renault (2006) . The purpose of this paper is to investigate the problem of Granger causality testing via the Le Cam Local Asymptotic Normality (LAN) theory (Le Cam, 1986) , and to propose semi-parametric (the density of the noise is unknown) and optimal (in the Le Cam sense) procedures for testing causality between two multivariate (or univariate) time series X (1) t and X (2) t . The global process X t = ((X (1) t ) T , (X (2) t ) T ) T , (the superscript T indicates transpose) is assumed to be a stationary VAR(p) process in order to have linear constraints under the null hypothesis of noncausality. The LAN approach, as we shall see, provides parametric optimal tests, that is the tests proposed are valid and are optimal only when the density of the noise is correctly specified. However, rank-based versions of the central sequence related to the LAN approach will be obtained and a new class of tests depending on a score function will be proposed. These new tests are based on multivariate residual ranks and signs and are shown to be asymptotically distribution free under elliptically symmetric innovation densities and invariant with respect to some affine transformations. Moreover, the optimality property is preserved when the score function used is correctly specified. At our knowledge, nobody has yet taken advantage of the LAN approach for deriving the asymptotic properties of rank-based statistics for testing causality.
LAN for linear time series models was established in the univariate AR case with linear trend by Swensen (1985) , in the ARMA case by Kreiss (1987) ; a multivariate version of these results was given by Garel and Hallin (1995) . Still in the univariate case, a more general approach, allowing for nonlinearities, was taken in Hwang and Basawa (1993) , Drost, Klaassen, and Werker (1997) , Schick (1996, 1997) ; see Taniguchi and Kakizawa (2000) for a survey of LAN for time series. The LAN result we need here is a particular case of Garel and Hallin (1995) established in the general context of VARMA models with possibly nonelliptical noise.
Rank-based methods for a long time have been essentially limited to statistical models involving univariate independent observations, a theory which is essentially complete. In the case of multivariate independent observations, many methods based on different sign and rank concepts were proposed, these works belong to three groups. The first one considers componentwise ranks (Puri and Sen, 1971 ), however they are not affine-invariant. This was the main motivation for the other two groups.
The second group is related to spatial signs and ranks concept; see Oja (1999) for a review. The last one relies on the concept of interdirections developed by Randles (1989) and Peters and Randles (1990) . For the multivariate location problem under elliptical symmetry, Paindaveine (2002a, 2002b) amalgamate local asymptotic normality and robustness features offered by Peters and Randles (1990) 's signs and ranks. They developed optimal tests based on the concept of interdirections and pseudo-Mahalanobis distances computed with respect to an estimator of the scatter matrix.
The statistical theory of rank tests for univariate stationary time series analysis has a long history, see Hallin and Puri (1992) for a review. The first unified framework in this area was taken by Hallin and Puri (1994) where they proposed an optimal rank-based approach to hypothesis testing in the analysis of linear models with ARMA error terms. In the multivariate case, optimal rank-based tests in stationary VARMA time series were developed for two interesting problems: testing multivariate elliptical white noise against VARMA dependence (Hallin and Paindaveine, 2002c) and testing the adequacy of an elliptical VARMA model (Hallin and Paindaveine, 2004a) . Hallin and Paindaveine (2005) developed locally asymptotically optimal tests for affine invariant linear hypotheses in the general linear model with VARMA errors under elliptical innovation densities. A characterization of the collection of null hypotheses that are invariant under the group of affine transformations was also given for the general linear model with VARMA errors, (see, Hallin and Paindaveine, 2003) . Among other applications of those tests, we mention the Durbin-Watson problem (testing independence against autocorrelated noise in a linear model) and the problem of testing the order of a VAR model, see Hallin and Paindaveine (2004b) . Although these applications are concerned with affine invariant linear problems, the general results of Hallin and Paindaveine (2005) can also be used for testing linear hypotheses that are not affine invariant. The approach we are adopting in the present paper is in the same spirit. We combine robustness, invariance and optimality concerns. The null hypothesis of interest here is not affine invariant. Indeed, the null hypothesis of no feedback in the VAR model is only invariant with respect to the group of block-diagonal-affine transformations and the problem of noncausality directions is invariant under upper or lower block triangular affine transformations depending on the direction to be tested.
Besides their efficiency properties, rank tests enjoy robustness features. Such features are very desirable in the multivariate time series context where outliers are difficult to detect. Outliers in time series can occur for various reasons, measurement errors or equipment failure, etc. (see, e.g., Martin and Yohai, 1985; Rousseeuw and Leroy, 1987; and Tsay, Peña and Pankratz, 2000) . They can create serious problems in the determination of causality direction among variables. Clearly, if the causality inference is erroneous, the forecasting errors may be seriously inflated and their interpretation may be misleading.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first recall the characterization of Granger noncausality in VAR models. After having presented some technical assumptions on the elliptical density, the LAN property in stationary VAR models under an elliptical density f is established. In Section 3, we derive the locally asymptotically most stringent test for testing causality between two multivariate time series. The form of this test regrettably implies that its validity is in general limited to the innovation density f for which it is optimal. This density being unspecified in applications, such tests are of little practical interest. The Gaussian case, is a remarkable exception; Gaussian parametric tests are valid irrespective of the true underlying density. When the density is non-Gaussian, the corresponding test is then call "pseudo-Gaussian". Section 4 is devoted to the description of our rank-based test statistics, and to the derivation of their asymptotic distributions under both the null hypothesis and a sequence of local alternatives. Their asymptotic relative efficiencies with respect to the pseudo-Gaussian test are also obtained. An adaptive version of those tests is also discussed. In Section 5, we describe how the theory developed for VAR models can be adapted for testing causality in a VMA context. The particular case of testing for no feedback in the bivariate VAR(1) model is considered in Section 6, where a numerical investigation was conducted to analyze the level, power and robustness of our new tests and also of the Wald test. Two estimators of the noise covariance matrix were employed: the usual residual covariance matrix and the robust estimator proposed by Tyler (1987) .
Combined with four score functions (constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden), it leads to eight different rank-based tests. When there is no outliers, the level of all the tests considered (Wald, pseudo-Gaussian and the eight rank-based tests) is very well controlled with series of length 100 and 200. Under the alternative of causality (in one direction or the other), the Wald and pseudo-Gaussian tests have similar power. In general, the rank-based tests are slightly less powerful but in all the situations considered, there is always a rank-based test which is almost as powerful as Wald and pseudo-Gaussian tests. In the presence of observation or innovation outliers, both Wald and pseudoGaussian tests are severely affected. With innovation outliers, the levels of all rank-based tests are very well controlled. However, with observation outliers, the semi-parametric tests are still biased. In general, they overreject and the bias is more important when using the empirical covariance matrix estimator.
Finally, the proposed rank-based tests are applied to a set of Canadian economic data to study the causality relations between income and money. The tests are based on a trivariate VAR(5) model of changes in nominal income and two money stocks (M 1 and M 2). They lead us to conclude that there is feedback between income and money.
A word on notation. Boldface throughout denote vectors and matrices; the superscript T indicates transpose; vecA as usual stands for the vector resulting from stacking the columns of a matrix A on top of each other, and A ⊗ B for the Kronecker product of A and B. For a symmetric positive definite k × k matrix P, P 1 2 is the unique upper-triangular k × k matrix with positive diagonal elements that satisfies P = P 1 2 T P 1 2 . Also, A ≤ B means that B − A is non-negative definite.
Preliminary results

Granger-causality in VAR models
Throughout the paper, X is assumed to be a centered vector autoregressive VAR(p) process, satisfying a stochastic difference equation of the form
where A j , j = 1, ..., p, are d × d real matrices and t is d-variate white noise process, i.e., a sequence of uncorrelated random vectors with mean zero and with nonsingular covariance matrix.
The partition of X into X (1) and X (2) induces a partition of the coefficient matrices
Denote by
the K-dimensional vector of parameters involved in (2.1); note that K = pd 2 . We assume that the process is causal:
(A1) The roots of the determinant of the autoregressive polynomial associated with (2.1) all lie outside the unit disk, that is,
The subset of parameter values θ θ θ such that Assumption (A1) holds is denoted by Θ Θ Θ. Under Assumption (A1), the autoregressive polynomial is invertible and we write
The matrix coefficients G u are the Green matrices associated with the autoregressive operator and formally, we should write G u (θ θ θ). However, when there is no possible confusion, we will drop the argument θ θ θ and we will simply write G u instead of G u (θ θ θ).
The definition of causality in the sense of Granger between vectors of variables that we will use here was proposed by Tjostheim (1981) . Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy (1992) present two equivalent formulation of that definition.
Denote by H(X; t) the Hilbert space generated by {X s ; s < t}. Write Proj (ξ ξ ξ|H(X; t)) := (Proj (ξ 1 |H(X; t)) , . . . , Proj (ξ l |H(X; t)))
for the best linear predictor of ξ ξ ξ = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ l ) based on H(X; t) (namely, the orthogonal projection of ξ ξ ξ onto H(X; t)), and let Σ Σ Σ (ξ ξ ξ|H(X; t)) be the covariance matrix of the corresponding prediction error ξ ξ ξ − Proj (ξ ξ ξ|H(X; t)).
Definition. The process X (2) does not Granger cause
Otherwise, Σ Σ Σ(X (1) (t)|H(X; t)) ≤ Σ Σ Σ(X (1) (t)|H(X (1) ; t)) and we say that X (2) Granger causes X (1) .
If X (2) does not cause X (1) and if X (1) does not cause X (2) , we say that there is no feedback between X (1) and X (2) . In the VAR context, the noncausality directions are characterized by linear restrictions on the autoregressive coefficients as described in the following proposition. A proof is given, in Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy (1992) ; see also Lütkepohl (1991, Section 2.3).
Proposition 2.1 Suppose that the VAR(p) process X = (X (1)
in (2.1) satisfies Assumption (A1), and that the covariance matrix of { t } is nonsingular. Then
(iii) there is no feedback or noncausality between X (1) and X (2) (X (2) ⇔ X (1) ) if and only if
Noncausality (in one direction or in both directions) between X (1) and X (2) reduces to the hypothesis that the parameter θ θ θ in (2.2) lies in some linear subspace of R K . The Assumption that the global process be VAR with order at most p is crucial here. Indeed, when the global process is VAR or VMA, noncausality reduces to linear restrictions on the parameter space, which is necessary to construct optimal tests. In the other hand, in the strict VARMA case (both orders are positive), noncausality is characterized by a set of nonlinear constraints on the parameter space, see Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy (1992) .
The null hypothesis under which (iii) holds will be denoted by H 0 . In a similar way, the null hypothesis under which (i) or (ii) hold will be denoted, respectively by H (12) 0 and H
0 . It follows from Proposition 2.1 that H 0 takes the form of a set of 2pd 1 d 2 linear restrictions on the parameter value θ θ θ. Let A be the set of all (p)-tuples (A 1 , . . . ,
In a similar way we can define Θ Θ Θ
Elliptical distributions
In order to construct locally optimal rank-based tests, we restrict ourselves to a class of elliptically symmetric densities. For more details on this class of densities, see Fang, Kotz and Ng (1990 We will assume throughout that { t , t ∈ Z} is a d-variate elliptic strong white noise process with scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ, i.e., a sequence of independent, identically distributed (iid) random vectors with mean zero, and probability density given by
Here, z Σ Σ Σ denotes the norm of z in the metric associated with Σ Σ Σ, i.e. z 2
Lebesgue measure of the unit sphere S d−1 ∈ R d , and
Note that Σ Σ Σ and f are only identified up to an arbitrary scale factor. More precisely, for any a > 0, letting Σ Σ Σ a = a 2 Σ Σ Σ and f a (r) = f (ar), we have f(z, Σ Σ Σ, f ) = f (z, Σ Σ Σ a , f a ). This will not be a problem since we just need the multivariate scatter matrix aΣ Σ Σ (for some arbitrary a > 0), not Σ Σ Σ itself. We will denote by Σ Σ Σ 
are iid, and uniformly distributed over
2 t are iid with probability density functioñ
where I E denotes the indicator function associated with the Borel set E. The terminology radial density will be used for f andf (though onlyf is a genuine probability density). We denote byF the distribution function associated withf.
(B2) We assume that the second-order moments of f are finite. A necessary and sufficient condition is given by such that, for all 0 = h → 0,
Assumption (B3) unfortunately is not easy to check for; the following sufficient condition covers most cases of practical interest.
(B3') f is absolutely continuous, with derivative f , and (f
f 1/2 . Assumption (B3) ensures the finiteness of the radial Fisher information
Examples of radial densities f satisfying (B1)-(B3) are f (r) = exp(−r 2 /2) and f (r) = (1+r 2 /ν) −(d+ν)/2 , with ν > 2, yielding, respectively, the d−variate multinormal distribution and the d−variate Student distribution with ν degrees of freedom.
Local asymptotic normality
The likelihoods we are considering here are conditional likelihoods (conditional upon initial values (X 1−p , ..., X 0 )); under Assumption (A1), the influence of these initial values vanishes asymptotically, see for example Toda and Phillips (1993) , or Hallin and Werker (1999) . Denote by P
Σ Σ Σ,f,θ θ θ the distribution of X (N ) := (X 1 , ..., X N ) under the radial density f , the scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ and the parameter value θ θ θ, conditional on (X 1−p , ..., X 0 ). It will be convenient to write H (N ) (θ θ θ, Σ Σ Σ, f ) for the simple hypothesis under which a realization X (N ) := (X 1 , ..., X N ) is generated by model (2.1) with the radial density f , the scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ and the parameter value θ θ θ.
Consider two arbitrary sequences of
is a constant, we write τ τ τ := vec T γ γ γ 1 , ..., vec T γ γ γ p T instead of τ τ τ (N ) . Define the local sequences
The logarithm of the likelihood ratio for P
where, e (N )
t (θ θ θ, Σ Σ Σ). As in Garel and Hallin (1995) , we define the residual f-cross
Due to the elliptical structure of f , these cross-covariance matrices take the form
Denote the vector of all cross-covariance matrices by
Finally, let M (s) (θ θ θ) be the following sequence of pd 2 × (s − 1)d 2 dimensional matrices associated with
We are now ready to state the ULAN property which is the main result of this section. It is a particular case of the ULAN property in the very general context of a multivariate general linear model with VARMA errors established by Garel and Hallin (1995) .
Proposition 2.2 Suppose that Assumptions (A1), (B1), (B2) and (B3) are satisfied. Let θ θ θ ∈ Θ Θ Θ 0 , θ θ θ (N ) andθ θ θ (N ) as defined in (2.3) and (2.4), respectively. Then, 9) and the information matrix
where M (N ) (θ θ θ) is defined in (2.8), the constant
and
(2.12)
is asymptotically normal, with mean 0 and covariance
3 Optimal parametric tests for noncausality
Weak convergence of statistical experiments
Local asymptotic normality (LAN) at θ θ θ ∈ Θ Θ Θ 0 implies the weak convergence of the sequence of local
This convergence implies that all power functions that are implementable from the sequence E (N ) Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) converge, as N → ∞, pointwise in τ τ τ but uniformly with respect to the set of all possible testing procedures, to the power functions that are implementable in the limit Gaussian experiment E Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ).
Conversely, all risk functions associated with E Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) can be obtained as limits of sequences of risk
follows that, if a test φ (∆ ∆ ∆) enjoys some exact optimality property in the Gaussian experiment E Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ), then the sequence φ ∆ ∆ ∆ (N ) Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) inherits, locally and asymptotically, the same optimality properties in the sequence of experiments E (N ) Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ)-see, e.g., Le Cam (1986, Section 11.9 ).
Locally asymptotically most stringent test
Denote by Q a K × (K − r) matrix of maximal rank K − r, and by M(Q) the linear subspace of R K spanned by the columns of Q. The null hypothesis
, a set of linear constraints on the location parameter of the Gaussian shift experiment E Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ). The most stringent α-level test for this problem, consists in rejecting H 0 whenever
where χ 2 r,1−α denotes the (1 − α)-quantile of a chi-square variable with r degrees of freedom. A locally asymptotically most stringent (at θ θ θ) test (see Hallin and Werker, 1999, Section 4. 3) thus is obtained
In view of Proposition 2.1, the null hypothesis
here and in the sequel, union on Σ Σ Σ is taken over the set of symmetric positive definite d × d matrices, and union on f is taken over the set of all possible nonvanishing radial densities such that Assumptions (B1)-
Referring to (3.1), a sequence of locally (at θ θ θ ∈ Θ Θ Θ 0 ) asymptotically most stringent α-level tests for the
where ∆ ∆ ∆ Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) and Ω Ω Ω Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) are defined in (2.9) and (2.10), respectively. The test (3.4) however is of little practical use as long as it explicitly depends on partially unspecified parameter value θ θ θ under the null. In order to construct a sequence of locally (at any θ θ θ ∈ Θ Θ Θ 0 ) asymptotically most stringent α-level tests for the null hypothesis
, let us assume that a sequence of estimatorsθ θ θ (N ) is available, with the following properties:
(ii) (root-N consistency) for all θ θ θ ∈ M(Q) and > 0, there exist b(θ θ θ, ) and N (θ θ θ, ) such that
is locally asymptotically discrete, that is, for all θ θ θ ∈ M(Q) and c > 0, there exists J = J(θ θ θ; c) such that the number of possible values ofθ θ θ (N ) in balls of the form 
Note that it is sufficient to estimate aΣ Σ Σ rather than Σ Σ Σ itself because the central sequence as well as the information matrix are insensitive to a variation of a. The resulting procedure φΣ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ (N ) ) allows for testing the parametric null hypothesis
For simplicity of notation, we will use hereafter Ω Ω Ω f and
The sequence of tests, φ f := I Q f > χ 2 r,1−α , where
is locally asymptotically most stringent α-level tests for
procedure is of course highly parametric, since, in general, it is only valid if the underlying radial density f is known. The power of this test against P 6) and F r χ 2 .; ψ 2 denotes the distribution function of the non central chi-square variable with r degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter ψ 2 . Similarly, the null hypothesis H (12) 0 under which X (1) does not Granger cause X (2) takes the form
Locally asymptotically optimal tests for the null hypothesis
. is obtained by substituting Q (12) for Q in Assumption (C1) and in equation (3.5). A sequence of locally (at any θ θ θ ∈ Θ Θ Θ (12) 0 ) asymptotically most stringent α-level tests for the null hypothesis H 
with r 1 = pd 1 d 2 . The power of this test against local alternatives, P
under which X (2) does not Granger cause X (1) takes the form
The power of this test against local alternatives, P
(3.10)
Affine invariance
The null hypothesis H 0 under which
, where the dimensions of B (11) and B (22) are respectively,
This also means that no feedback between X (1) and X (2) , implies no feedback between the transformed processes B (11) X (1) and B (22) X (2) : we apply a block-diagonal-affine transformation to the observations X t , i.e. x → Bx, with B = B (11) 0 0 B (22) . Since the testing problem is invariant under block-diagonal-affine transformations, classical invariance arguments in such situations suggest considering testing procedures that are invariant with respect to this group of transformations. In order to obtain invariant procedures for testing no feedback between X (1) and X (2) , the following equivariance properties ofθ θ θ Assumption (C2) implies that under block-diagonal-affine transformations,θ θ θ (N ) (B) ∈ M(Q). Further, the corresponding Green matrices are such that
Any sequence of unconstrained affine equivariant estimators can be turned into a sequence of blockdiagonal-quasi-affine-equivariant constrained estimators by means of a simple projection onto M(Q).
Assumption (D2) is satisfied by the empirical covariance matrix which is affine-equivariant (Σ Σ Σ E (B) = BΣ Σ Σ E B T for all full rank matrix B). However, a more robust and quasi-affine-equivariant (then satisfying also (D2)) estimator could be used, such as the one proposed by Tyler (1987 
When testing for causality direction (H
0 ), the equivariance property of (θ θ θ (N ) andΣ Σ Σ)
should be compatible with the null hypothesis to be tested. Indeed, H
under block-upper-triangular-affine transformations, i.e., the group of affine transformations x → Bx,
is invariant under block-lower-triangular-affine transformations, i.e., the group of affine transforma-
is the null hypothesis of interest, the equivariance ofθ θ θ (N ) andΣ Σ Σ under block-upper-triangular-affine transformations will be needed in Assumptions (C2) and (D2) to obtain invariant procedures. However, the equivariance property ofθ θ θ (N ) is not satisfied by the usual estimators (constrained estimators as well as by means of a simple projection onto M(Q (12) ) of unconstrained estimators). So, for the problem of testing causality direction H (12) 0 (resp. H
0 ), we are not able to construct procedures that are invariant under block-upper-triangular (resp. block-lower-triangular) affine transformations.
Pseudo-Gaussian tests
A fatal shortcoming of the optimal tests (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) described in Section 3.2 is that their validity, in general, is limited to the innovation density f . In practice, f is never specified and if the true density is g rather than f , in general, the tests φ f , φ are not asymptotically valid since their asymptotic levels might be different from α. Therefore, these optimal tests are of little practical value. Fortunately, the Gaussian case N = exp(−r 2 /2), is a remarkable exception. The Gaussian central sequence is
Substituting the empirical covariance ma-
T for the scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ andθ θ θ (N ) for θ θ θ, the central sequence takes the form
On the other hand, the Gaussian information matrix is Ω Ω Ω Σ Σ Σ,N (θ θ θ) = N θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ and a consistent estimator
Now, using ∆ ∆ ∆ N and Ω Ω Ω N instead of ∆ ∆ ∆ f and Ω Ω Ω f in (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9), we obtain the Gaussian parametric tests φ N , φ 
N . The Gaussian parametric tests, are valid irrespective of the true underlying density f , provided that second order moments are finite. Therefore, in the sequel, Gaussian tests will be called pseudo-Gaussian tests and we will concentrate on this pseudo-Gaussian version.
The following Theorem follows from a general result established by Hallin and Paindaveine (2005) .
A proof is provided in Saidi and Roy (2006) . It gives the asymptotic distribution-freeness, as well as the local powers and optimality properties of the pseudo-Gaussian test. These results allow to compute asymptotic relative efficiencies. Indeed, the Gaussian test will serve as a benchmark in Section 4.3. N ) is asymptotically chi-square with r (resp. r 1 ) degrees of freedom under
N ) is noncentral chi-square with r (resp. r 1 ) degrees of freedom and with noncentrality parameter δ θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ,τ τ τ , given by (3.6) (resp. δ (iii) The sequence of tests φ N (resp. φ 
The pseudo-Gaussian procedure φ N is invariant under the group of block-diagonal transformations (in the sense that, the value of the test statistic obtained from the transformed sample BX 1 , ..., BX N is the same for all block-diagonal full rank matrices B). It is of course distribution-free. However, it is not even asymptotically invariant under the group of continuous monotone radial transformations (since it is not measurable with respect to the maximal invariant), see Section 4.1 for a definition of this group.
Optimal semi-parametric tests for noncausality
The tests defined in (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) are valid only when the density of the noise is correctly specified. In this Section, a rank-based version of the central sequence will be obtained and a family of semi-parametric tests will be defined. These new tests are based on multivariate residual ranks and signs. In the sequel, we focus on testing for noncausality between X (1) and X (2) (H 0 : X (2) ⇔ X (1) ).
Testing for causality directions is achieved by replacing the matrix Q by Q (12) or Q (21) (depending on which direction H is to be tested).
Multivariate signs and ranks
The generalized cross-covariances (2.6) are measurable with respect to the spherical distances between the residuals (2.5) and the origin in R d , d 
where g : R + → R + is a continuous monotone increasing function such that g(0) = 0 and lim t (θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ), the pseudoMahalanobis signs, also known as standardized spatial signs. Similarly, the pseudo-Mahalanobis rankŝ R t (θ θ θ) = R t (θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ) are defined as the ranks of the pseudo-Mahalanobis distances. The terminology Mahalanobis distances, signs and ranks is used whenΣ Σ Σ is the empirical covariance matrix.
The parameter value θ θ θ is partially unspecified under the null hypothesis (the alignment problem) and has to be substituted by a sequence of estimatorsθ θ θ (N ) such that Assumption (C1) holds. The corresponding signs and ranksŨ t :=Û
) will be called aligned signs and ranks.
Optimal rank-based tests
The semi-parametric (signed rank) J-score versions of the cross-covariance matrices (2.6) arê
where the scores functions J 1 and J 2 satisfy the following assumption:
(E1) The score functions J l : ]0, 1[→ R, l = 1, 2, are continuous differences of two monotone increasing functions and satisfy E[J 2
The scores functions yielding locally and asymptotically optimal procedures, as we shall see, are of the form J 1 = ϕ f * •F −1 * and J 2 =F −1 * for some radial density f * . Therefore, Assumption (E1)
becomes an assumption on f * which is the following.
(E1') The radial density f * is such that ϕ f * , is the continuous difference of two monotone increasing functions, µ d+1;f * = ∞ 0 r d+1 f * (r)dr < ∞, and
The simplest scores are the constant ones (J 1 (u) = J 2 (u) = 1) that yield multivariate sign crosscovariance matrices. The linear scores (J 1 (u) = J 2 (u) = u) yield cross-covariances of the Spearman type. The score functions yielding asymptotically locally optimal procedures, under radial density f * , are J 1 (u) = ϕ f * •F −1 * (u) and J 2 (u) =F −1 * (u). The most familiar example is that of the van der Waerden scores, associated with the normal radial density (f * = exp(−r 2 /2)) yielding the van der Waerden cross-covariance matriceŝ 
J (θ θ θ). Now, substitutingθ θ θ (N ) for θ θ θ, and let us denotẽ
the resulting semi-parametric (aligned ranks and signs) J-score cross-covariance matrix at lag i and byT (N ) J the vector of aligned J-score cross-covariance matrices, i.e.,
Define the aligned J-score version of the central sequence by∆
J , and let 2) where N θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ is defined in (2.12), and denote byΩ Ω Ω J = Ω Ω ΩΣ Σ Σ,J (θ θ θ (N ) ). Building on the previous notations, invariant optimal rank-based tests for H 0 (noncausality between X (1) and X (2) ) isφ J := I Q J > χ 2 r,1−α , whereQ
Similarly, optimal rank-based tests for the null hypothesis H (12) 0 under which X (1) does not Granger
A sequence of locally asymptotically most stringent α-level tests for the null hypothesis H (21) 0 under which X (2) does not Granger cause X (1) (X (2) ⇒ X (1) ), is given byφ
The scores functions yielding locally and asymptotically optimal procedures, as we shall see, are of the form J 1 = ϕ f * •F −1 * and J2 =F −1 * for some radial density f * . The corresponding statistics will be denoted byφ f * ,φ
J , andφ
J . Note that our optimal tests are (locally and asymptotically) most stringent, not uniformly most powerful-so that they can be dominated, for particular alternatives, by their competitors.
In this paper, we have used pseudo-Mahalanobis signs and ranks. However, any combination of a concept of multivariate signs (either Mahalanobis signs, pseudo-Mahalanobis signs, or absolute interdirections (Randles, 1989) ) with a concept of multivariate ranks (Mahalanobis ranks, pseudoMahalanobis ranks, or lift-interdirection ranks (Oja and Paindaveine, 2005) ) may be considered and yields the same asymptotic results. However, when absolute interdirections is used with any type of ranks, the resulting test statisticsQ J will be only asymptotically invariant under block-diagonal affine transformations.
Before stating the main result of this paper, we need some more notations. Let 
When J is the score associated with some radial density g (J 1 = ϕ g •G −1 and J 2 =G −1 ), we write
, respectively. Also for simplicity, we write
The following result also follows from Hallin and Paindaveine (2005) . A proof is given in Saidi and Roy (2006) . It gives the optimal rank-based testing procedures for noncausality in VAR models, their invariance and distribution freeness features, as well as their local powers and optimality properties.
Theorem 4.1 Assume that Assumptions (A1), (B1), (B2), (B3), (C1), (D1), and (E1) hold. Consider the sequence of aligned rank testsφ J (resp.φ θ θ θ,Σ Σ Σ,τ τ τ are given by (3.8) and (3.10), respectively), under the sequence of local alternatives,
(iv) For any radial density f * satisfying Assumptions (B1), (B2), (B3) and (E1'), the testφ f * (resp.
f * ) is locally asymptotically most stringent for H 0 (resp. H
Remark 4.1 For the problem of testing for causality directions, the testsφ 
J ) are block-uppertriangular-affine-invariant (resp. block-lower-triangular-affine-invariant).
Asymptotic relative efficiencies
In this Section, we turn to asymptotic relative efficiencies (ARE) of the rank-based testsφ J with respect to their Gaussian counterparts φ N . The powers of the pseudo-Gaussian test will serve as a benchmark for computing the asymptotic relative efficiencies. The distribution of the test statistics (4.3), (4.4) and (4.5) under local alternatives are noncentral chi-square, with noncentrality parameters that depend on the order p of the VAR model, the dimensions d 1 and d 2 of the processes X (1) and X (2) , the underlying density f , the perturbation τ τ τ , the VAR parameters θ θ θ, the scatter matrix Σ Σ Σ and on the chosen score function J. On the other hand, the Gaussian counterparts are also noncentral chi-square under local alternatives, with the same degrees of freedom but with different noncentrality parameters. Computing the ratios of the noncentrality parameters in the asymptotic distributions under local alternatives ofφ J (resp.φ 
.
Note that the asymptotic relative efficiency does not depend on p, θ θ θ, Σ Σ Σ, and τ τ τ . It depends only on the underlying radial density f , the score functions J 1 and J 2 , and the dimensions The asymptotic relative efficiency obtained in Theorem 4.2 may be regarded as the asymptotic relative efficiency with respect to the traditional Gaussian Wald test (see Lütkepohl, 1991, Section 3.6; Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy, 1992) . Indeed, it can be proved that the pseudo-Gaussian test and the Gaussian Wald test are asymptotically equivalent under the null hypothesis H 0 (resp. H 
Construction of adaptive tests
The testing proceduresφ f ,φ
are semi-parametric as far as their validity is concerned. However, they remain parametric from the point of view of optimality, in the sense that their optimality properties only hold for the innovation density they were constructed for (the radial density f ). Recall indeed that only optimality (not validity) is affected if the innovation density f used in the construction of these tests does not coincide with the true density that governs the distribution of the innovations.
The fully semi-parametric approach to the problem consists in constructing procedures that are optimal in the semi-parametric model, i.e., find procedures that are (from local and asymptotic point of view) as efficient as the optimal procedures in the parametric model with correctly specified innovation density. Semi-parametric optimal tests (also called adaptive tests) could be obtained by removing the dependence of the testsφ f ,φ
on the radial density f , by replacingf with an adequate estimate.
For the moment, assume that θ θ θ and Σ Σ Σ are known. Letf any continuous kernel density estimator off that is measurable with respect to the order statistic of the distances, d
N (θ θ θ, Σ Σ Σ), and satisfies the following consistency requirement .7) is fulfilled. An adaptive (under specified θ θ θ and Σ Σ Σ) version of Γ Γ Γ
In practice, Σ Σ Σ is unknown and the parameter value θ θ θ is partially unspecified under the null hy-pothesis. The corresponding aligned version of the cross-covariance matrices is then given bỹ 
The construction of adaptive tests is then completely straightforward: simply replace the central sequence in the parametric optimal procedures by the adaptive central sequence. Note that besides the central sequence, also the Fisher information matrix depend on f , through (
we still need consistent estimates of
Such estimators are provided bỹ
Building on the previous notations and working as in Section 6.2 of Hallin and paindaveine (2004a), an adaptive tests for H 0 (noncausality between X (1) and X (2) ) isφ := I Q > χ 2 r,1−α , wherẽ
Similarly, adaptive rank-based tests for the null hypothesis H (12) 0 under which X (1) does not Granger
Similarly, adaptive rank-based tests for the null hypothesis H (21) 0 under which X (2) does not
Note that, although the problem is multivariate, the resulting adaptive rank tests (4.8), (4.9) and (4.10) do not suffer from the so-called curse of dimensionality (since only a density of a single variable needs to be estimated). The adaptive version of the parametric tests (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) could be obtained by mean of sample splitting techniques, see Werker (1999, 2003) .
Optimal rank-based tests in VMA models
In this Section, the process X is assumed to be a centered vector moving average VMA(q) process, satisfying a stochastic difference equation of the form
where B j , j = 1, ..., q, are d × d real matrices and t is d-variate white noise process, i.e., a sequence of uncorrelated random vectors with mean zero and nonsingular covariance matrix.
The partition of X into X (1) and X (2) induces a partition of the coefficient matrices B j into
the K-dimensional vector of parameters involved in (5.1); note that K = qd 2 . We assume that (A1') The roots of the determinant of the moving average polynomial associated with (5.1) all lie outside the unit disk, that is,
Under Assumption (A1'), the moving average polynomial is invertible and we write
The matrix coefficients H u are the Green matrices associated with the moving average operator. When it is important to emphasize their dependence on θ θ θ, we will write H u (θ θ θ) instead of H u .
In the VMA context, the noncausality directions are characterized by linear restrictions on the moving average coefficients. A proof is given, in Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy (1992) .
Proposition 5.1 Suppose that the VMA(q) process X = (X (1)
in (5.1) satisfies Assumption (A1'), and that the covariance matrix of { t } is nonsingular. Then
(ii) X (2) does not Granger cause X (1) (X (2) ⇒ X (1) ) if and only if B (12) j = 0 ∀j = 1, ..., q;
Noncausality (in one direction or in both directions) between X (1) and X (2) reduces to the hypothesis that the parameter θ θ θ in (5.2) lies in some linear subspace of R K . Thus, optimal rank-based tests can also be constructed using Le Cam theory. The matrices Q, Q (12) and Q (21) characterizing the null hypotheses do not change (Of course, p is replaced by q). However, the residuals, the central sequence and the information matrix appearing in the optimal rank-based tests must be adapted to the VMA(q)
context. The ULAN property in the VMA model follows from the general result established by Garel and Hallin (1995) . Again, to construct optimal rank-based tests, we restrict ourselves to a class of elliptically symmetric densities and we assume that assumptions (B1),(B2), and (B3) are satisfied.
Let e (N ) t (θ θ θ) be the residuals under the parameter value θ θ θ e (N )
that we decompose into e (N )
The central sequence in the VMA case is
where S
Σ Σ Σ,f (θ θ θ) is given by (2.7). Again, the associated information matrix is given by
where the constant ξ d (f ) is defined by (2.11) and
The pseudo-Gaussian tests for noncausality is φ N := I Q N > χ 2 r,1−α , where
whereΣ Σ Σ andθ θ θ (N ) are estimators of Σ Σ Σ and θ θ θ such that Assumptions (C1) and (D1) are satisfied.
Similarly we can construct pseudo-Gaussian tests (φ 
0 ) in the VMA case are given by (4.3) (resp. (4.4) or (4.5)). With these definitions and notations, Theorems 3.1, 4.1 and 4.2 readily extend to this VMA case. Adaptive tests can also be constructed.
In the strict VARMA case (both orders are positive), noncausality is characterized by a set of nonlinear constraints on the parameter space, see Boudjellaba, Dufour and Roy (1992) 
. Even if Le
Cam theory could be used in this case, construction of the corresponding tests is more difficult than in the VAR or VMA cases. Indeed, nonlinear constraints on the parameter θ θ θ results locally (in the neighborhood of a value of θ θ θ satisfying these constraints) in linear constraints (on the local parameter τ τ τ ) by considering only the tangent hyperplane (in θ θ θ) of the nonlinear constraints. However, these linear constraints on τ τ τ will depend on the parameter value θ θ θ, and estimation of θ θ θ has to be made.
The bivariate VAR(1) case and some Monte Carlo results
As an illustration, and in order to investigate the finite sample performance (size, power and robustness) of our tests, we conducted a Monte Carlo investigation with the bivariate autoregressive model of order 1 (p = 1 and d = 2). To ease the presentation, the notation was adapted to this particular context and the global process is denoted by X t = (X t , Y t ) T . It is characterized by the following
and the vector of parameters is θ θ θ = (φ, γ 21 , γ 12 , θ) T .
Here again we only focus on testing for no feedback between X and Y , i.e., γ 12 = γ 21 = 0. We consider four particular cases of the following data generating equation
where the bivariate spherical density of the noise (u t , v t ) T is a bivariate Normal or Student distributions with zero mean and I 2 scatter matrix. For each of these four experiments, and for each of the following standardized (mean zero and identity scatter matrix) four densities: bivariate normal (N ) and Student (T ν ) with ν = 3, 6, 9 degrees of freedom, 1000 replications of a bivariate iid white noise (u t , v t ) T of length 300 were generated from the chosen density. These sequences of observations (u t , v t ) T were plugged into the various models, yielding 1000 replications, of length 300, of the process (X t , Y t ) T . Initial values X 0 and Y 0 were put to zero. In order to prevent starting values to affect the stationarity of the generated series, only the subseries of length N = 100 (respectively, N = 200) resulting from dropping the 200 (respectively, 100) first observations, were considered for the analysis.
From a practical point of view, it is natural to inquire about the finite sample properties of the proposed test statistics, in particular their exact level and power whether or not there are outliers in the series under study. For each of these four experiments and four each replication, the following two scenarios were considered.
Scenario 1: No contamination occurred in both generated series.
Scenario 2: Outliers occurred in both generated series. = 210, 220, 230, 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, 290 .
I 2 (innovation outliers): Outliers occurred in u t and v t : innovations u t and v t were replaced respectively, with 5u t and 5v t for t = 210, 220, 230, 240, and with −5u t and −5v t for t = 250, 260, 270, 280, 290. 
vW .
-the statisticsQ (T ) J which correspond toQ J obtained from pseudo-Mahalanobis signs and ranks (Tyler estimator of the scatterΣ Σ Σ T is used). These versions are supposed to allow for a better control against outliers in the data. Again, four type of scores are used: constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden. The corresponding statistics are denotedQ
The asymptotic relative efficiency ARE d,f (φ J , φ N )) of the rank-based testφ J with respect to its
Gaussian counterpart φ N , as given by Theorem 4.2, is presented in Table 1 for the four scores and the four densities considered. It is immediately seen that the sign test is less efficient and that the three other scores lead to similar efficiencies except the one based on the Laplace score that is more powerful with the student density T 3 . From Theorem 4.2, these AREs does not depend on the estimator of Σ Σ Σ that is used and they are therefore the same for the tests based on the robust estimatorΣ Σ Σ T .
In the simulation, for each replication, these statistics were compared with their asymptotic critical values. Rejection frequencies under Scenario 1 are reported in Tables 2, 3, Table 2 . For all series lengths and for the various densities of the innovations, the rejection frequencies are all within the 5% significance limits except two values that are between 2 and 3 standard errors from 5%. φN ) )) of the rank-based testsφJ with respect to their Gaussian counterparts φN for f = N , T3, T6, T9 and d = 2. The constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores are used. Table 2 . Rejection frequencies in 1000 replications of Experiment A under Scenario 1 for the Wald test, the Gaussian test, and the optimal rank tests based either on the empirical covariance matrix or on Tyler estimator, using constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores, at the significance level α = 0.05, for various densities f of the innovations, and for series lengths N = 100 and 200. Table 3 . Rejection frequencies in 1000 replications of Experiments B and C under Scenario 1 , for the Wald test, the Gaussian test, and the optimal rank tests based either on the empirical covariance matrix or on Tyler estimator, using constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores, at significance level α = 0.05, for various densities f of the innovations, and for series lengths N = 100 and 200. Discussion of the level and power under Scenario 2
The rejection frequencies for Experiment A under Scenario 2 are reported in Table 5 . The rejection frequencies very clearly show that Wald and Gaussian tests are very sensitive to the presence of outliers, irrespective of their type. Indeed, the latter two tests appear to be seriously biased; their rejection frequencies are either very high (around 0.90) or very low (around 0.01). The rank tests based either on the empirical covariance matrix or on Tyler estimator are resistant to innovation outliers. Indeed, all the corresponding rejection frequencies are within the 5% significance limits except one (0.036).
With observation outliers, the situation is quite different. The tests based on Tyler estimator better resist but we cannot say that the level is satisfactorily controlled since all rejection frequencies except two are outside the 5% significance limits. There is a tendancy to overreject (4 frequencies out of 12 are greater than 0.10). The use of the empirical covariance matrix is clearly inappropriate in that situation since all four tests are strongly biased, especially those based on Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores. 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 Table 6 . Rejection frequencies (based on the empirical critical values) in 1000 replications of Experiment D under Scenario 2, for the Wald test, the Gaussian test, and the optimal rank tests based either on the empirical covariance matrix or on Tyler estimator, using constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores, at significance level α = 0.05, with the Gaussian density for the innovations, and N = 100.
Rejection frequencies based on empirical critical values for Experiment D under Scenario 2 are reported in Table 6 . It is immediately seen that with observation outliers, Wald test, the Gaussian test and the rank tests based on the empirical covariance matrix dramatically underreject the null hypothesis, they are uniformly weaker than the rank tests based on Tyler estimator. On the other hand, with innovation outliers, there is at least one rank test whose power is similar to those of Wald and Gaussian tests except in the case m = 1 and with I 3 -type outliers. In that case, the power of the Gaussian test is 0.786 whilst the power of the more powerful rank testQ (T ) vW is 0.679.
Testing causality between Canadian money stock and income
As an illustration of the causality tests presented in Section 4, we investigate causality relations between the Canadian money stock and nominal national income. Causality in the relations between money stock and income have been much debated in the economic literature. On the one side, some monetarists view the money stock as an independent source of economic disturbance. Some others strongly disagree with that point of view, arguing that the money stock is passively adapting to business conditions, and has little independent influence. Causality between Canadian money stock and income has been studied, among others, by Hsiao (1979) and Boudjellaba, Dufour, and Roy (1992) (abbreviated by BDR in the sequel). The data set consists of a seasonally adjusted quarterly series of nominal gross national product (GNP), and two seasonally adjusted alternative measures of the money stock (M1 and M2), for Canada, over the period 1955-1977. As in BDR, the natural logarithm and a regular difference of all three variables were taken before modeling. Denote
t = (1 − B) ln(GN P (t)).
Using the Tiao and Box (1981) 's methodology, a VAR(5) model has been adjusted to the global process
t ) T . The autoregressive order was obtained by minimizing the BIC information criterion. The stationarity condition as well as the diagnostic checks suggested by Tiao and Box (1981) are satisfied. The empirical significance levels associated with the Wald test, the pseudo Gaussian test and the rank-based tests are reported in Table 7 .
H0
. Table 7 . The marginal significance levels of the Wald test, the Gaussian test, and the optimal rank tests based either on the empirical covariance matrix or on Tyler estimator, using constant, Spearman, Laplace and van der Waerden scores, in the problem of testing causality between Canadian money stock and income.
We first test the null hypothesis of non-causality between X (1) and X (2) . From Table 7 , we observe that all considered tests very significantly reject the null hypothesis at the usual significance level α = 0.05. This rejection is in agreement with economic intuition and with BDR.
Turning to causality directions, we now test H L whose p-values are respectively 0.0514, 0.0730 and 0.0616. Since there is no outliers in these three series, there is no need to use a robust estimator of Σ Σ Σ and among those based on the empirical covariance matrixΣ Σ Σ E , onlyQ (E) S rejects with a p-value of 0.0514. Therefore, ours tests lead us to conclude that income also causes money. It is in disagreement with BDR in which the Wald test leads (at probability level α =0.05) to the monetarist conclusion that causality is unidirectional, from the money stock to the national income-a view that most economists would criticize. This contradiction may be explained by the difference between the models used. Indeed, even if the transformed series X (1) and X (2) are the same, a VARMA(2,5) model was adjusted to the global process in BDR.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced a new parametric (with respect to the density of the noise) test and a class of semi-parametric tests for checking noncausality between two vectors of variables. The pseudo-Gaussian test is based on the Gaussian density but its validity is established for a general class of elliptically symmetric densities. The semi-parametric tests are based on multivariate ranks and signs. The asymptotic properties of the proposed tests are established invoking the general LAN theory developed by Le Cam (1986) . All the new tests enjoy some invariance and optimality properties and the semi-parametric ones also exhibit some robustness properties with respect to outliers.
In a small Monte Carlo experiment, the finite sample properties (level and power) of the new tests were compared with the classical Wald test in a specific VAR(1) context. Two estimators of the noise covariance matrix were employed: the usual residual covariance matrix and Tyler (1987)'s robust estimator. When there are no outliers, the level of all the tests considered (Wald, pseudo-Gaussian and the eight rank-based tests) is very well controlled with series of length 100 and 200. Under the alternative of causality (in one direction or the other), the Wald and pseudo-Gaussian tests have similar power. In general, the rank-based tests are slightly less powerful but in all the situations considered, there is always a rank-based test which is almost as powerful as Wald and pseudo-Gaussian tests. In the presence of observation or innovation outliers, both Wald and pseudo-Gaussian tests are severely affected and should not be used in practice. With innovation outliers, the levels of all rank-based tests are very well controlled. However, with observation outliers, the semi-parametric tests are still biased.
In general, they overreject and the bias is more important when using the empirical covariance matrix estimator.
